While thermal structures such as greenhouses are complex to model under transient conditions because of coupled heat and mass (H 2 O and CO 2 ) exchanges between their different parts, systems theory allows a simple analysis of the input/output behaviour of the model. In particular, parameters of the reduced dynamic models can be derived from in-situ measurements on these systems. This paper describes an application of the systems approach to a greenhouse climate model which incorporates CO 2 balance, crop transpiration and photosynthesis and the effects of heating, CO 2 enrichment, natural ventilation and evaporative cooling. In a first stage, system parameters such as the equivalent thermal mass, the wind dependent coefficient of natural ventilation and the various heat exchange coefficients were identified in situ from sequences of input-output data concerning the heat and water vapour balance, recorded over the crop production period from December to July. Good agreement between measured and computed values of air temperature, air humidity was observed. In a second stage, we have considered simultaneously the sensible heat, water vapour and CO 2 exchanges and tested the model against experimental data measured using a commercial greenhouse climate control computer. The identified values of the physical and physiological parameters are close the theoretical values and the accuracy of temperature, humidity and CO 2 content is rather good.
Introduction
Mathematical simulation models of the inside climate greenhouses have primarily focused on the determination of heating systems and other systems of climate control have been largely ignored although they play an important role. These other systems include natural ventilation, evaporative cooling, shading, and CO 2 enrichment and irrigation control. Analysis of these systems requires additional considerations on water vapour and CO 2 balances and on the coupled mechanisms involving heat and mass (air, water vapour and CO 2 ) balances. Dynamic numerical models describing those processes are complex and not easy to use in practice as they require (knowledge of) a large number of model parameters [1] and the algorithms of research of the solutions can often diverge if the choice of initial conditions is wrong. Knowing the parameters of the model is particularly critical because in contrast to most other thermal systems, greenhouse parameters are constantly evolving: radiative transfers properties are modified by the presence of dust, hydric factors such as the wetted surface, water vapour transfers and soil or crop water content are time dependent as are biological parameters such as crop architecture, LAI, crop-water status and stomatal conductance. It explains why complex dynamic models are seldom used for greenhouse climate control. This paper presents the theory and methods involved in the development of a reduced thermal and mass (water vapour and CO 2 ) model of the greenhouse and in-situ identification of model parameters. Experimental validation of the method in production conditions will be presented and values of the identified parameters discussed. hypothesis testing. However, it is well known from systems theory that a particular input-output behavior might be represented by alternative state-space representations [2] . As already exposed with more details in a previous paper [3] , identification techniques in the case of greenhouse requires a system approach of thermal and mass transfers which are described by 4 types of values related to the greenhouse and its environment: the entry vector U(t), which describes the conditions from which the system evolves; the output vector Y(t), or the ensemble of the state variables which can be observed and measured; the current state of the system X(t), which includes all the state variables of the system allowing as a function of time and the vectors of unknown system parameters. The dynamic behavior of the system can be described by a set of 2 equations:
The identification problem
(1) the observation equation is:
If J is the difference between model and process output, the optimization problem to be solved for parameters identification is to find a vector of parameters p such that the criterion little than ε.
The identification algorithm
The model performance is evaluated using a minimization criterion (J) which estimates the standard variation between measured (Y) and estimated (Y*) values of the output vector: For the coupled heat and water balance, J will be denoted Jtot as it represents the sum of the standard deviations of the sum of air temperature, water vapour and CO 2 pressure, correctly weighed in order to create the same order of magnitude. This method, based on Marquardt's algorithm, consists of choosing alternately and judiciously between a gradient method and least square method in order to progress in the direction of solutions which minimize Jtot [4] . The program, written in Fortran, is called LADYS (Logiciel d'Analyse DYnamique des Serres : Algorithm for Dynamic Modeling of Greenhouse) and allows to identify the parameter values together with their interval of confidence. These methods have been applied to the greenhouse climate with its complications of biological processes [3] including coupling between heat and water vapour transfers and crop transpiration; it is now extended to the whole greenhouse heat and mass balance including the CO 2 balance.
Physical modeling of greenhouse climate
In order to reduce the system order of the thermal model, we have considered an empirical approach based on consideration of the characteristic time scales of each thermal component of the system. We have then considered two main components:
• soil and heavy structural elements, with characteristic time scale much longer than our observation time scale; they will be collectively gathered under the appellation of a virtual thermal mass characterized by a virtual temperature T m and thermal capacity C m ;
• the crop, greenhouse superstructure and the enclosed air space, whose characteristic time scale is low (τ c,min ≈200 s, τ c,max ≈500 s) compared to our observation time scale (3600s or 900s) and will be characterized by temperature T i and water vapour pressure p i .
Virtual thermal mass:
Where the first term on the right hand side is the exchange with the greenhouse air, the second one the soil heating and the last one the solar gain directly absorbed by the thermal mass.
Air thermal balance:
where the first term of the right hand side is the solar gain, the second one, the air heating, the third one, the thermal exchange with the thermal mass, the fourth one the overall heat exchange between inside and outside, the fifth and the last one , the sensible and latent heat exchanges by ventilation and leakages.
Air water vapour balance:
Where the first term of the right hand side represents the crop transpiration (simply described as a linear function of global radiation and saturation deficit [5] ), the second one the exchanges by ventilation and the last one the contribution of the fog system.
Air CO 2 balance:
The variables: P n and En represent the photosynthesis parameters. where the first term of the right hand side is the net photosynthesis, the second one is the exchanges by ventilation and the last one the enrichment. P n the net photosynthesis combines a large number of biological parameters (LAI, etc) and involved the Photosyntheticaly ) and of model parameters (included in the matrices line) which are partially to be identified. The complete system can be represented is as follows:
With the variable  is defined as
The variables: ξ, η, δ, ζ, υ represent combinations of physical and biological parameters.
1. Experimental conditions
Experiments were performed between April and July in a double roof plastic house of 416 m 2 occupied by a tomato-crop and situated near Avignon in south-east France. The experimental verification was performed in two steps: in a first step, we have identified the parameters of the thermal and water vapour balances by means of measurements performed by a very accurate data logger and sensors (± 0.1°C for T, ± 5 Wm -2 for Global Radiation) whereas, in a second step we have performed the same operation on the thermal, water vapour and CO2 balances using the measurements much less accurate performed in the conditions of production by the data logger and sensors (±0.5 °C for T, ± 15 PPm for C, ± 20 Wm -2 for Global Radiation R g ) of a commercial greenhouse climate control computer.
2. Coupled heat and water vapour balances
The large number of parameters (12 with T m (0) and p i (0)), led us to hold constant those parameters whose values could be determined by other means. They were ventilation and leakages coefficients (
C Al
, s 0 and d 0 ) which were obtained using tracer gas methods and K is the overall heat loss coefficient. As illustrated by table 1, values of the identified parameters are coherent with those found in the literature and the criterion values (Jtot) shows that the estimation of both T i and p i is rather good. The variables: ,
combinations of physical parameters.
3. Complete heat, water vapour and CO 2 balances
The thermal, CO 2 and water vapour balances involve 14 parameters (the 12 parameters of the coupled heat and water vapour balance plus the LAI and λ the efficiency of photosynthesis). We have identified only 5 parameters, the other being considered as known and constant. They were the thermal capacity C m , the transfer coefficient between air and thermal mass: h, the rate of absorption of global radiation  and the leaf area index LAI. 
Conclusions
This (theoretical and experimental) study has shown that the systems approach and the principles of identification can be transferred to the greenhouse energy; water vapour and CO 2 balance modeling. Both the sensible heat balance as well as water vapour and CO 2 balances can be described adequately by a reduced dynamic model. Insitu identification of physical and crop parameters were performed on a greenhouse-crop system during whole crop duration. Though we can state very large variations with the time of the identified values of the thermal balance, numerical values of these parameters were coherent both from physical and physiological points of view and allowed computation, with a rather good precision, of inside air temperature, humidity and CO 2 concentration. Estimation of crop transpiration and photosynthesis was another output of the model. If we want to keep a physical or physiological meaning to the identified parameters, a maximum of 5 parameters can be identified. In addition, it is shown, that the accuracy of the input, output measurements conditions widely the accuracy of the model estimation.
